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Introduction
It is with great pleasure that we share IWA Publishing’s Strategic Plan for 2022-2026 with you.

We have taken huge steps forward in making our journals and most 
of our books Open Access in the past five years. In 2021, 100% of the 
journal articles we published were Open Access, along with 83% of 
our books. In the next five years, we want our publications to become 
accessible to everyone, without barriers to participation, and to be 
representative of the entire global water community. We will achieve 
this in an economically sustainable way.

At the same time, we will continue to increase the impact of our 
publications so that they advance the development of our field and 
provide first choice publishing outlets for researchers worldwide. 

We will work closely with the IWA and its Specialist Groups to build 
collections of high quality content on key topics and make these 
collections available to IWA members.

In partnership with you, we can make IWA Publishing the very best 
home for research on water and its management around the world.

Context
Research on water and how to manage it effectively have never 
mattered more. According to the WHO and UNICEF’s most recent 
Joint Monitoring Programme report, 2.3 billion people lack access 
to basic sanitation and 771 million people do not have easy access 
to clean drinking water. Global warming, rapid urbanisation and 
economic uncertainty add unprecedented new complexity to efficient 
wastewater management and water supply. 

Communication is essential if these challenges are to be solved. 
Researchers and operators need access to the latest and best 
research. They also need to be able to publish their findings in 
publications that are read globally, enabling new solutions and 
approaches to spread quickly to where they are needed. As the 
COVID pandemic has shown, breakthrough research can come from 
anywhere. And researchers need to be able to participate in world 
class publications without barriers to their involvement.

That is why IWA Publishing is committed to making its journals and 
books accessible to all, inclusive of all and representative of all. The 
global water community has amazing researchers. We will help them 
to improve the lives of people everywhere.

 
 
Peter Vanrolleghem, Chair of the IWA Publishing Board  
Rod Cookson, Managing Director
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Mission
Cultivate and synthesise water 

knowledge and make it accessible 
globally to create real  

world impact.
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Vision
IWA Publishing provides the largest, 
highest quality portfolio of technical 

publications about water  
and makes it accessible to 

everyone.
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Trusted

Everything we publish 
will be peer reviewed, 
clearly presented and 

backed by data. Authors 
and readers alike need to 
know that they can trust 

our publications.

Inclusive 
/ open

Our publications 
should be readable by 
all, accessible for all, 
open to researchers 

from everywhere, and 
be produced by authors 
and editors who reflect 

the global research 
community.

Respected

Our publications uphold 
the highest ethical 

standards, and contain 
work from top researchers 

that has been selected 
and reviewed by experts 

in the field.

Core values
The activities of IWA Publishing are 

guided by these values:
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Transformative

We want our 
publications to have 

impact in the real world, 
enabling insightful 
research to reach 

individuals who can 
change and improve 

people’s lives.

Agile

Research continually 
evolves. Our publications 

should evolve as well, 
so that they contain 
the most valuable 

research on water and its 
management, and present 
it in ways that are easy for 

readers to use.
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1
Grow and broaden 

our high quality 
portfolio of 

publications about 
water 

2
Attract authors 
to our journals 
and books in an 

inclusive way

3
Make what we 
publish free for 

everyone to read 
and use

4
Increase the 

impact of what 
we publish 

5
Operate a 

sustainable business 
that enables IWA to 
continue to deliver 

its mission

6
Develop an online 

space for water 
content together 

with IWA

Critical  
objectives

IWA Publishing’s Strategic Plan, 
2022-2026 is built around six 

Critical Objectives:

Strategic goal Measure of success

l     Increase article output at least as fast as the  
water field grows

l     Regularly review the scope and editorial teams  
of journals to address changes in research areas and topics

l     Launch new journals to cover major emerging research areas

l     Grow article output faster than the JCR Water Resources 
category each year

l     Three journal editorial office reviews each year 

l     Number of submissions for new journal in Year 1 to achieve 
business plan number
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Grow and broaden our high 
quality portfolio of publications 
about water

1

New research areas continue to develop and others become obsolescent. Our publications 
will change as the field does, reinventing themselves so that they always cover the essential 
research done on water and its management.

Strategic goal Measure of success

l     Increase article output at least as fast as the  
water field grows

l     Regularly review the scope and editorial teams  
of journals to address changes in research areas and topics

l     Launch new journals to cover major emerging research areas

l     Grow article output faster than the JCR Water Resources 
category each year

l     Three journal editorial office reviews each year 

l     Number of submissions for new journal in Year 1 to achieve 
business plan number
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Attract authors to our journals 
and books in an inclusive way

2

We must provide authors with compelling reasons to publish in our journals and to publish 
their books with us. This involves rapid publication, high quality production values and 
professional service. Authors should be treated fairly and their work evaluated solely based 
on its own merits.

Strategic goal Measure of success

l     Provide competitive publishing services

l     Remove barriers to publication based on ability  
to pay

l     Publish journals and books that reflect the global water 
community, in terms of ethnicity, gender, nationality and role

l     Disseminate research in languages other than English where 
possible

l     Sustain Net Promoter Score each year

l     Reduce Submit to First Decision time by 5% each year 

 
 
 
l     Proportion of Asia, Africa and Middle East Editors and 

Editorial Board members to match author geography ±20% 
by 2026

Strategic goal Measure of success

l     Make publications free to read and use l     100% of new journal articles published Open Access

l     80% of new books published Open Access
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Make what we publish free  
for everyone to read and use

3

We want our publications to be free to read for researchers and professionals everywhere. 
Research on water and its management knows no boundaries, and we do not want there to 
be limits on who is able to read what we publish.

Strategic goal Measure of success

l     Make publications free to read and use l     100% of new journal articles published Open Access

l     80% of new books published Open Access
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Increase the impact of what  
we publish

4

The research we publish should have a positive impact in the real world, helping improve 
water services on which lives and economic development depend. We may develop 
practitioner publications to enhance this, complementing the existing Water Practice and 
Technology. Our publications should also be highly cited, reflecting their value to researchers 
worldwide and sustaining strong Impact Factors.

Strategic goal Measure of success

l     Improve the quality of what we publish so that  
it represents the very best research in the  
water field

l     Achieve three Q1, three Q2 and five Q3 Impact Factor 
journals by 2023

l     Achieve five Q1 and five Q2 Impact Factor journals  
by 2026

l     Increase readership l     Grow article usage by 20% each year

l     Build readership and impact beyond academics and libraries

Strategic goal Measure of success

l       Consolidate Open Access business models to create long 
term sustainability

l     Reduce Cost Per Download to below $5 by the end of 2023

l     Reduce Article Unit Cost by 5% per annum

l     Continue to contribute to IWA’s financial performance 
through Gift Aid contribution

l     Grow Gift Aid by 2.5% each year

l     Expand revenue growth opportunities where  
they exist

l    Manage risks around Open Access business models l     Annually review and update Risk Register
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Operate a sustainable business 
that enables IWA to continue 
to deliver its mission

5

IWA Publishing will operate so that it is economically sustainable in the long term, able to 
reinvest in its business where needed and able to continue making Gift Aid contributions to 
IWA at current levels.

Strategic goal Measure of success

l       Consolidate Open Access business models to create long 
term sustainability

l     Reduce Cost Per Download to below $5 by the end of 2023

l     Reduce Article Unit Cost by 5% per annum

l     Continue to contribute to IWA’s financial performance 
through Gift Aid contribution

l     Grow Gift Aid by 2.5% each year

l     Expand revenue growth opportunities where  
they exist

l    Manage risks around Open Access business models l     Annually review and update Risk Register
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Develop an online space 
for water content together 
with IWA

6

By integrating our publications seamlessly with IWA member management systems,  
we can ensure that members can access the best content which is directly relevant to  
their field of work.

Strategic goal Measure of success

l       Map journal, proceedings and book content to  
IWA specialist groups

l     100% of IWA Publishing content available through IWA CMS 
by 2024

l     Work with IWA Secretariat to develop an online content 
repository

l     Seamless integration of IWA Publishing content with API for 
IWA CMS by 2026

l     Work towards member-centric content collections within  
IWA CMS
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